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1.1 Overview to Copy Volume Global Editor

Copy Volume Global Editor is accessed from the Serials Management Menu.  The user specifies 
a range of volumes that will either be removed or have their location, class, and status changed. 
For either operation the targeted items must have the same initial Change From Location, Class, 
and Status.  For example, given a volume range from 10 to 14, and From Location Journals, 
From Class Two Weeks, and From Status Available, but if the item for volume 12 issue 1 is 
Location Journals, Class Three Weeks (this value being different with the From values), and 
Status Available, then this item will skip the operation.  
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1.3 Fields:  Copy Volume Global Editor

1.3.1 Field 1 MARC Number:  9 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the database MARC Number.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.3.3 Field 3 Serial Look Up:  80 characters

Purpose:  To identify a serial by its ISSN, MARC Number, the MARC Control Number (tag 001), 
bar code, or part of the title.  Only titles without monographic holdings (items) may be selected.  

Format:  This field accepts an appropriate combination of letters and numbers. When searching 
by words from a title, any number of words may be used. The words do not need to be in order, 
and can be abbreviated.  

The most efficient way to look up a title is to enter an acceptable value (e.g. a reasonable portion 
of the title or the entire ISSN) and press either the ENTER, TAB, or CURSOR DOWN key. The 
software will work better using this method than entering a value and clicking on the Look Up 
push buttons below the Look Up field.  

Example:  "SCIE AMER" or "amer scie" and pressing ENTER will both find Scientific American if 
it is in the catalog.  

Additional Features:  if the look up is part of an edit function, (e.g. [Issue Check In]), and the ISSN 
is entered but is not in the catalog, then when the look up function [ISSN] is used to attempt find 
the value and the look up fails, then the ISSN and its associated title may then be dynamically 
added to the catalog and Serials Management.  When created in this fashion, catalog and 
frequency data may be adopted from the Aggregate Serials Frequency Database.  This process 
is documented elsewhere (see "Getting Started in Serials Management").  

Use this powerful feature when you know the title is not in the catalog.  In the Journal field enter 
the ISSN value, then click on function [ISSN] (or press cursor key down until you are focused on 
function [ISSN] and then press ENTER).  The software will either find the title by the ISSN value 
or ask you if you want to add it to the catalog.  You may later import a MARC bib for the title, or 
edit the MARC bib more thoroughly.  

1.3.4 Field 4 Look Up Menu:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify a look up function that matches the value in the Serial Look Up text field 
(located above this collection of push buttons).  

Format:  It is a push button selection.  

Examples:  if the Serial Look Up text field has an ISSN value, select function [ISSN].  If the Serial 
Look Up text field has portions of a title, select function [Title].  

Function [List All Titles] will first see if there is a value in the Serial lookup field in order to match 
on that value.  If the Serial lookup field is blank then this function will alphabetically list all serial 
titles.  
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Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Title
MARC#
ISSN
List All Titles

1.3.5 Field 5 Serial Copy Number:  2 characters

Purpose:  To specify the Serial Copy for the previously selected title.  A Serial Copy is a set of 
issues.  Typically, most titles will have one Copy.  When more than one Copy exists, then the 
specific Copy must be selected for the operation.  

Format:  It is a number or table selection. Some functions, such as [Issue Check In], will allow a 
new Copy to be created via the field.  

1.3.6 Field 6 From Volume Number:  6 characters

Purpose:  The Range From Volume value is the beginning volume number which will undergo the 
pending operation.  The volume number is inclusive.  The default value is the lowest volume 
value for the copy.  When the Range From Volume value changes then the To Volume value is 
changed to the new Range From Volume value.  

1.3.7 Field 7 To Volume Number:  6 characters

Purpose:  The Range To Volume value is the ending volume number which will undergo the 
pending operation.  The volume number is inclusive.  The default value is the lowest volume 
value for the copy.  When the Range From Volume value changes then the To Volume value is 
changed to the new Range From Volume value.  Range To Volume cannot be less than Range 
From Volume.  

1.3.8 Field 8 From Location:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field Change From Location selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying the Location that should targeted.  In other words, only items with this From 
Location value will qualify for the update or for being removed.  

1.3.9 Field 9 To Location:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field To Location specifies the new location value for those items with the current the 
From Location, From Class, and From Status for the volume range.  

1.3.10 Field 10 From Circulation Class:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field Change From Class selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying the Circulation Class that should targeted.  (A Circulation Class is a loan rules, e.g., 
Two Weeks.)  In other words, only items with this From Class value will qualify for the update or 
for being removed.  

1.3.11 Field 11 To Circulation Class:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field To Class specifies the new Class value for those items with the current the From 
Location, From Class, and From Status for the volume range.  A Class value is the circulation 
loan period, e.g., Two Weeks, Non-circulating, etc.  
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1.3.12 Field 12 From Status:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field Change From Status selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying a target Status.  A Status is the circulate state of an item, e.g., Available, Non-
circulating, etc.  In other words, only items with this From Status value will qualify for the update 
or for being removed.  

1.3.13 Field 13 To Status:  40 characters

Purpose:  Field To Status specifies the new Status value for those items with the current the 
From Location, From Class, and From Status for the volume range.  A Status value is the 
circulation state, e.g., Available, Non-circulating, etc.  

1.3.14 Field 14 Update Item(s):  

Purpose:  Function Update Item(s) will change all items starting with the specified From Volume 
items inclusively through the To Volume items if the items match values in the From Location, 
Class, and Status fields.  Given the match then the items convert to the To Location, Class, and 
Status values.  Function Update is only available if one value is different between any of the From 
Location, Class, or Status differ from the To Location, Class, or Status.  

1.3.15 Field 15 Remove Item(s):  

Purpose:  Function Remove Item(s) will destroy all items starting with the specified From Volume 
items inclusively through the To Volume items.  The function is only available if the From 
Location, Class, and Status values match the To Location, Class, and Status values.  The items 
are only expunged if they have the same specified value as those in fields From Location, Class, 
and Status.  

1.3.16 Field 16 Close, Help, and View OPAC:  

[Close] will end the edit session without making any changes.  

[Help] can display a variety of documentation, including help on this function, user manuals, and 
functions key assistance.  

[View OPAC] will display the bib and its holdings as seen from the function [Search Catalog] 
minus hyperlinking.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Close
Help
View OPAC
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